The effect of depression and anxiety on expression levels of toll like receptor signaling molecules in chronic HBV infected patients
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Abstract

Background: Toll-like receptors (TLRs) play an important role in the recognition of DAMPs and PAMPs and induction of inflammation. Previous studies demonstrated that depression and anxiety can influence the expression levels of immune related molecules. Our previous study revealed that mRNA levels of IRAK, IRAK4, TRAF3 and IRF7 were significantly decreased in chronic HBV infected (CHB) patients when compared to healthy controls. Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of depression and anxiety on the expression levels of these molecules in CHB patients.

Methods: Sixty CHB patients participated in this study and filled out the standard questionnaires; and the expression of IRAK4, TRAF3 and IRF7 were examined using Real-Time PCR techniques.

Results: The results of this study demonstrated that expression of IRAK4, TRAF3 and IRF7 did not differ between patients with various stages of depression and anxiety (all p>0.05).

Conclusion: According to the results, it seems that declined expression of IRAK4, TRAF3 and IRF7 in CHB patients were not related to depression and anxiety, and other factors including genetic and immunoregulatory effects of HBV may be responsible for the declined expression of these molecules.
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Introduction

In general, chronic hepatitis B infection is a type of liver disease in which the body is notable to completely eliminate the virus from the liver and serum (1). The main mechanism responsible for the lack of an appropriate immune response against chronic hepatitis B infection is still unknown. It seems that the profile of the host immune, genetic and epigenetic factors is responsible for the differences between groups of people with and cured of the disease (2-5).

The main intra/extra-cellular immune cell receptors, toll-like receptors (TLRs), identi-
ify the pathogen linked molecular pattern (PAMPs) of the microbes, including viruses and induce immune responses including nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) oxidase activation (6), migration (7), phagocytosis (8) and inflammatory cytokine expression (9). TLRs accomplish the discussed topics through the myeloid differentiation primary response 88 (MYD88) and the TIR-domain-containing adapter-inducing interferon-β (TRIF) dependent pathways (10). Some intracellular signaling molecules which cover interleukin-1 receptor associated kinases (IRAKs), such as IRAK1 and IRAK4, in addition to TNF receptor associated factors (TRAFs) including TRAF3 and TRAF6, are phosphorylated and activated via convention of MYD88 and TRIF (as adaptor molecules) pathways (11).

Inflammatory transcription factors including nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB), interferon regulatory transcription factor 7 (IRF7), IRF3 and activator protein 1 (AP-1) are activated by the effect of these signaling molecules (12). Then, different number of inflammatory cytokine genes, for instance IL-12 and IL-6, are transcribed as a downstream response (12). Therefore, undoubtedly, the devastated expression of these molecules causes inefficient immune responses against viral infection. Patients with sadness and concern show a changed immune response, and it is clear that inflammatory effects on the immune systems are widespread ranging from the excitation of inflammation to the reduction of immune responses (13).

It is revealed that people with sadness and nervousness have a higher level of several chronic infections and cancers (14). Based on the previous studies, nervousness and anxiety can affect the performance of the immune system. Thus, we can conclude that anxiety and depression may cause a malfunction of the immune response in CHB patients. Therefore, we decided to examine the expression levels of IRAK4, TRAF3 and IRF7 in CHB patients with different stages of depression compared to healthy controls.

**Methods**

**Subjects:** We obtained peripheral blood samples from 60 CHB patients and 60 healthy controls in 5.5 mL tubes with and without anti-coagulant for mRNA extraction and separation of serums.

Those CHB patients who had other diseases such as HIV and HCV, cytomegalovirus, hepatitis A, C, D, and E viruses and Epstein-Barr virus co-infection, patients who were pregnant or breast feeding, and those patients younger than 18 or older than 55 years were excluded from the study. Moreover, patients with features indicative of other concurrent liver diseases including previous liver transplantation, alcoholic liver disease, autoimmune liver diseases, cirrhosis, Wilson disease, evidence of hepatocellular carcinoma and antiviral and immunosuppressive drugs users were also excluded from the study.

We diagnosed CHB patients using previous clinical and experimental reports and the Guide of Prevention and Treatment in Viral Hepatitis (15). An expert psychologist diagnosed depressed and anxious patients according to standard questionnaires (16). Depression and anxiety were evaluated according to BECK’s Depression Inventory II (BDI II) and Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HAM-D17), respectively. BDI II is a self-administered questionnaire which is commonly used to assess the severity of depression, while HAM-D17 is a clinician administered instrument which is used to measure these verities of anxiety.

The results were analyzed and appropriate CHB patients were selected by a psychologist expert. The method of this study was set by the ethical board of the Rafsanjan University of Medical Sciences, and all the participants filled out the written informed consent prior to sample collection.

**HBV-DNA Extraction and Real-time PCR Condition:** We used 200μL of plasma for HBV-DNA purification using a commercial
kit (Cinnaclon, Tehran, Iran) in accordance with the manufacturer’s information. A commercial kit from the Primer Design Company (London, UK) was used for HBV-DNA quantification. The kit has efficiencies of > 95% and can detect less than 100 copies of HBV-DNA.

**RNA Extraction, Reverse Transcription and Quantitative Real-Time PCR:** A RNX extraction kit (Cinnaclon, Tehran, Iran) was used for Total RNA purification from PBMCs. The quality of obtained RNA was analyzed by measuring absorption at 260/280 nm. The protocols for cDNA synthesis and Real-time PCR amplification has been described previously (17).

**Measurement of HBs Ag**
HBs Ag has been measured using a commercial ELISA kit (Behring, Marburg, Germany) according to the manufacture’s guidelines.

**Data Analysis and Statistical Methods**
We used the SPSS software version 18 for Chi square test for data analysis and a P value less than 0.05 was set as significant.

**Results**
The results revealed that all the CHB patients were HBs Ag and HBV-DNA positive. Our results demonstrated that of the 60 CHB patients, 38 (63.3%) did not have depression and 13 (21.7%) and 9 (15%) had mild and moderate depression, respectively. The statistical analysis revealed that the differences among CHB patients with various depression levels with respect to the expression of IRAK4 (p > 0.05), TRAF3 (p > 0.05) and IRF7 (p > 0.05) were not significant (Fig. 1).

The psychological assessments also revealed that of the 60 CHB patients, 36 (60%) had no anxiety and 7 (11.6%), 7 (11.6%) and 10 (16.8%) suffered from mild, moderate and severe anxiety, respectively. The statistical analysis revealed that expression of IRAK4 (p > 0.05), TRAF3 (p > 0.05) and IRF7 (p > 0.05) were not different among CHB patients with various stages of anxiety (Fig. 2).
Discussion

Previous studies demonstrated that CHB patients suffer from psychiatry disorders including depression and anxiety (Keskin et al., 2012). Our results also revealed that 36.6 and 40 percent of CHB patients suffered from depression and anxiety. Based on the fact that the patients did not receive any viral therapy, it appears that the HBV infection leads to these psychiatry disorders. It has also been documented that depression and anxiety may alter the expression of immune related molecules (Eyre and Baune, 2012). Additionally, our previous study revealed that the expression levels of IRAK4, TRAF3 and IRF7 were decreased in CHB patients compared to healthy controls (17). Therefore, this hypothesis was raised that depression and anxiety may be responsible for the defective expression of these molecules. The results of the current study showed that the mRNA levels of IRAK4, TRAF3 and IRF7 did not differ between CHB patients with various stages of depression and anxiety. Therefore, it appears that the psychological state of CHB patients is not responsible for the down regulation of IRAK4, TRAF3 and IRF7. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to evaluate the effects of depression and anxiety on the expression of IRAK4, TRAF3 and IRF7 in CHB patients. Considering the fact that psychiatric disorders are considered as potential candidates to alter immune related molecules, it appears that conducting more studies on other immune related molecules can improve our knowledge about the relationship between psychiatric disorders, hepatitis B infection and immune responses. Additionally, it is suggested to evaluate the molecules in healthy individuals with and without depression and anxiety to improve our knowledge about the roles of behavioral disorders on the expression of immune related molecules.

Conclusion

In this study, we could not find any relations between declined expression of IRAK4, TRAF3 and IRF7 in CHB patients with depression and anxiety; therefore, other factors including genetic and immuno regulatory effects of HBV may be responsible for the declined expression of these molecules.
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